A new speaker adaptation method is described. In practical applications of speaker adaptation, adaptation and testing environments change significantly and are unknown beforehand. In such cases, since the speaker adaptation adapts a reference pattern to the adaptation utterances in regard to differences in both environment and speaker at the same time, performance in speaker adaptation would be degraded. To cope with this problem, our proposed method first eliminates the environmental differences between each input utterance and a reference pattern by using a rapid environment adaptation algorithm based on spectrum equalization (RE-ALISE) [2]. Then we apply an unsupervised and incremental speaker adaptation with autonomous control using tree structure pdfs (ACTS) [l] to the environmentally adapted reference pattern. By combining these two methods, the resulting system is expected to perform well under adverse environmental conditions and to show a stable improvement regardless of the amount of adaptation data. Evaluation experiments were carried out for utterances under three vehicle speed conditions. Recognition rates for a 100-Japanese-word recognition task after 100-word adaptation were improved from 92% (ACTS alone) to 95% (proposed method).
INTRODUCTION
Various speaker-independent (SI) speech recognition systems have widely been studied in recent years because they show good performance on average owing to their capability of including a wide variety of speaker individualities. However, their performance is still lower than that of welltrained speaker-dependent (SD) speech recognition systems.
Speaker adaptation technique has been one breakthrough regarding this problem, and has been applied alongside SI speech recognition systems. By using a small number of adaptation utterances from a new speaker, speaker adaptation shows stable improvement for a long period of time.
We previously proposed a speaker adaptation method with autonomous control using tree structure probability density functions (ACTS) [l] . This method autonomously controlled adaptation complexity on the basis of the amount of a d a p tation data by using tree structure probability density functions (pdfs), and showed constant, stable improvement regardless of the amount of available adaptation data. Therefore, it is expected to perform well when applied in an unsupervised and incremental speaker adaptation framework that enables testing utterances themselves to be used for adaptation. In this study, unsupervised adaptation means that the speech recognition system itself determines the supervising signal by using the system's recognition results. A resulting speech recognition adaptation system would not require any extra adaptation utterances beforehand.
In practical applications of such methods, however, testing and adaptation environments may change significantly for each utterance and are unknown beforehand (for example. in speech recognition adaptation in mobile communications). In such cases, since speaker adaptation adapts a reference pattern to the adaptation utterances in regard to differences in both environment and speaker at the same time, performance would be degraded. The environmental sources which degrade performance in speaker adaptation and speech recognition are classified into two types: additive noise and multiplicative noise. Therefore, a new speaker adaptation method is required, which first eliminates the environmental differences between each utterance and a reference pattern in regard to both types of noises, and then adapts the environmentally adapted reference pattern to a new speaker.
In preceding studies [3][4], the cepstral biss removal (CBR)
technique was first applied to adaptation utterances as environment normalization, and then speaker adaptation was carried out on the environmentally normalized utterances. Although CBR eliminates differences in multiplicative noises, it cannot cope with additive noise.
In this paper, we propose a speaker adaptation method which first eliminates the environmental differences between each testing utterance and a reference pattern by using a rapid environment adaptation algorithm based on spectrum equalization (REALISE) [2] . REALISE assumes that clean speech X is contaminated by multiplicative noise A and additive noise B, as AX+B in the spectral domain. It then eliminates differences in the two types of noise between each single utterance and a reference pattern, thus eliminating environmental differences. Then we apply unsupervised and incremental speaker adaptation using ACTS to the environmentally adapted reference pattern. Since REALISE can treat both types of noise at the same time, a resulting system is expected to perform well under adverse environmental conditions. Moreover, since ACTS shows a constant, stable improvement regardless of the amount of available adaptation data, it is also expected to show a high performance when applied to unsupervised and incremental frameworks.
ADAPTATION ALGORITHMS

Rapid Environment Adaptation Algorithm based on Spectral Equalization (REALISE)
We assume there are two types of environmental noise sources which degrade speech recognition performance: additive noise and multiplicative noise in the spectral domain. Additive noise is caused by various user environments (e. g. machinery noise, speech from others, etc.), and multiplicative noise is caused by filtering processes (e. g. microphones, transmission channels, the vocal tracts of individual speakers, etc.). In this study, we assume that original speech signal z(t) is first distorted by a linear filter a(t) and then corrupted by an uncorrelated additive noise b(t).
The Fourier power spectrum for observed speech ~( t ) is given bY
where .4(w), X ( w ) , and B(w) represent the Fourier power spectra for a(t), z ( t ) , and b(t), respectively.
From this relation, we introduce models in which both an input speech and a reference pattern are distorted by their own additive noise B and multiplicative noise A. Assuming that A and B are constant within an utterance, we have (2) where IC indicates frame number, V ( k ) , W ( h ) , *(k), and W ( k ) are the observed spectra for the input and the reference pattern, and the undistorted spectra for the input and the reference pattern, respectively. Suffixes v and w indicate the input and the reference, respectively. Multiplicative noises A, and A, are diagonal matrices.
The goal of REALISE is to estimate spectra of the reference pattern which are newly distorted by the input envir2nment.
From Eq. (2), we formulate the distorted spectrum W(h) as follows:
Finally, we obtain the following adaptation equation: REALISE implementation into cepstrum-based features consists of the following three steps:
1. Preliminary recognition -determines the closest reference pattern to an input and obtains the time alignment between the two.
2.
Environmental difference estimation -calculates four cepstral averages corresponding to the four portions according to the time-alignment. Then the four cepstral averages,are converted into the spectral averages, i. e. s :
, nt, sl, and nl.
3. Adaptation -first converts mean cepstral vectors of all pdfs into the spectral domain. Then it adapts all reference patterns to the input environment by using Eq. (4). Finally, it converts the adapted spectra into the cepstral domain.
Speaker Adaptation with Autonomous Control Using Tree Structure (ACTS)
In this study, speaker adaptation for continuous densities, mixture Gaussian HMMs is attempted by a simple spectral mapping technique as follows:
where i is a index to each pdf, p i is an original mean vector of each pdf for the SI model, jii is an adapted mean vector of each pdf for the SD model, and 6i is an adaptation vector associated with each pdf, which is calculated by Viterbialignment between HMMs and adaptation utterances. Since the total number of pdfs K is very large, the performance for speaker adaptation would be degraded when the amount of adaptation data is small. One possible solution to overcome this problem is reducing the number of free parameters by tying the adaptation vectors. However, a small number of free parameters leads to less improvement as the amount of adaptation data increases. Therefore, the number of free parameters should be controlled according to the amount of adaptation data. ACTS is way of creating such a mechanism by using static tree structure pdfs (see Fig. 1 ). D, A(s, I ) is an adaptation vector for pdf i. Otherwise, go to step 2.
As described above, since ACTS autonomously controls the number of free parameters according to the amount of adap tation data, it showed a stable improvement regardless of the amount of data.
Unsupervised and
Incremental Speaker Adaptation using RE-ALISE and ACTS
Testing utterance recognizer
Figure 2: Unsupervised and Incremental Speaker Adaptation
In practical applications of speaker adaptation, adaptation utterances are not always available beforehand. Therefore, we mainly study an unsupervised and incremental speaker adaptation which enables testing utterances to be used for both adaptation and recognition, and which facilitates implementation using limited CPU power and storage.
In this study, we assume the environment changes for each utterance. Hence the environmental difference between the utterance and reference pattern should be eliminated for each single utterance. Figure 2 shows the overall unsupervised and incremental speaker adaptation / recognition procedure.
For each testing utterance, REALISE is first applied and an environmentally adapted reference pattern is obtained. where W(i) is an environmentally adapted spectral representation for pdf i, C[.] is a function which converts a spectrum into a cepstrum. Thus we obtain an entire pdf set in which the environmental differences are eliminated. Then we calculate adaptation vectors for each pdf for ACTS. Let us assume the user speaks the wth utterance, then the adaptation vector 6:&) for the pdf i in am incremental manner is where 2, is the mean cepstnun which is aligned to the pdf i in the wth testing utterance, n: is the number of frames for z,, and nf"' is the total number of frames up to the wth utterance, which are aligned to the pdf i. By using Eq. (8), we can calculate Eq. (6) and carry out the entire adaptation process in ACTS. We store the adaptation vectors 6: w, and the total number of frames nf "' for the next w + 1 th utterance. Finally, the wth utterance is recognized again using a speaker adapted reference pattern using ACTS.
As described above, since the environmental differences between each testing / adaptation utterance and reference pattern are eliminated by REALISE, adaptation vectors are not affected by the input environment, and the resulting system is expected to perform well under adverse environmental conditions.
EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS
Evaluation was camed out using a demi-syllable HMM [6] based 100 Japanese-word recognition task. The speakerindependent HMM was trained using 250 Japanese phonetically balanced words spoken by 43 speakers, which were recorded in a quiet room through a vocal microphone. We used a %state left-to-right HMM with two Gaussian mixture densities in each state for representing each demi-syllable.
The evaluation utterances were recorded at three vehicle speed conditions (idling, 50 km/h, and 100 km/h), and SLS speakers uttered 100 Japanese words in each condition. The utterances were recorded through uni-directional microphone set on a sun visor. The distance between the microphone and the speaker's mouth was about 30 cm. The utterances were sampled at 16 kHz, spectral subtraction (SS) [i] was applied in the FFT domain, and then ten mel-scaled c e p strum coefficients were calculated every 16 ms. Finally, we used 21-dimensional feature vectors which consist of ten melcepstrum coefficients, ten first-order time derivatives of the mel-cepstrum coefficients and onedimensional delta-power. In both adaptation process, only 10 mel-cepstrum coefficients were adapted, and the other coefficients were not adapted.
We measured, in advance, mean signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) for each condition. SNRs for idling, 50 km/h, and 100 km/h were 13.6 dB, 6.2 dB, and 1.6 dB, respectively.
